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Electroreduction of carbon dioxide to hydrocarbons has been proposed as a promising way to utilize CO2 and maintain
carbon balance in the environment. Copper (Cu) is an effective electrocatalyst for such purpose. However, the overall
selectivity towards hydrocarbons on Cu-based electrodes is still very limited. In this work, we develop a general amino acid
modification approach on Cu electrodes for selective electroreduction of CO2 towards hydrocarbons. Remarkable
enhancement in hydrocarbon generation is achieved on these modified copper electrodes, regardless of the morphology
of the Cu electrodes. A density functional theory calculation reveals that the key intermediate CHO* is stabilized by
+

interacting with –NH3 of the adsorbed zwitterionic glycine. Our results suggest that amino acids and their derivatives are
promising modifiers in improving the selectivity of hydrocarbons in CO2 electroreduction.

using

1. Introduction
Carbon dioxide (CO2) is the primary greenhouse gas emitted
through human activities. Since the industrial revolution, fossil fuel
combustion has rapidly increased its concentration in the
atmosphere, leading to drastic environmental concern.1 CO2
conversion has been proposed as a potential way to maintain
balance in the carbon cycle and develop a sustainable society, and
many kinds of technologies like photocatalytic reduction and
Fischer-Tropsch synthesis have been already applied in this area.2-7
In line with this, electrochemical reduction of CO2 to hydrocarbons
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renewable energy is attractive due to its high conversion efficiency
and desirability of the hydrocarbon-based products that can be
obtained.8-12 Many electrocatalysts including metal and molecule
pyridine catalysts have been investigated for CO2 reduction in the
past decades.13-25 Of all the metals examined hitherto, only copper
(Cu) has shown a unique ability to produce hydrocarbons with
reasonable Faradaic efficiency (FE).26, 27 Achieving high efficiency in
the Cu-catalyzed CO2 reduction process requires Cu electrodes with
sufficient active sites.28 Various nanostructured Cu electrodes have
thus been reported to enhance the activity and selectivity.29-33
Nevertheless, the overall selectivity towards hydrocarbons is still
very limited.34 Particularly, the final hydrocarbon mixtures obtained
are mostly composed of methane (CH4) and ethylene (C2H4).35-38
Typically, only very small amounts of ethane (C2H6) are produced,
and high carbon products like propene (C3H6) are even rarer.39
Theoretical calculations reveal that effective catalysts must be
capable of efficiently catalyzing the protonation of adsorbed CO to
adsorbed CHO or COH and exhibit simultaneous poor activity for
the competitive hydrogen evolution reaction.40, 41 It is further
proposed that the presence of certain ligands on the catalyst
surface would stabilize such adsorbed intermediates (CHO or COH)
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over CO, the selectivity to hydrocarbons could then be improved.42
Unfortunately, no experimental evidence has ever been reported to
support such theoretical prediction. Along this direction, we
describe our recent efforts in developing amino acid modified Cu
electrodes for enhanced hydrocarbon production. To demonstrate
the validity of this novel modification approach and to rule out any
possible Cu morphology effect, we examined three different types
of Cu electrodes, namely, Cu nanowire (NW) film, smooth Cu foil,
and annealed Cu electrode.43 The choice of amino acid to modify Cu
surface is based on the fact that amino acids and their derivatives
have been used to modify metal catalysts for hydrogenating
carbonyl compounds, and the enhanced interaction between
certain functional groups of amino acids and intermediate CHO.44, 45
We demonstrate herein that the remarkably enhanced
Faradaic efficiency (FE) of total hydrocarbons, including C2
hydrocarbons (C2H4 and C2H6) and a small amount of C3
hydrocarbon (C3H6), increases by up to 100% for glycine modified
Cu NW film. Similar trends are also observed on the other two types
of Cu electrodes, where the FEs of total hydrocarbons on the
modified Cu foil and annealed Cu electrodes have also more than
doubled. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report to
realize the enhanced selectivity of Cu electrodes in producing
hydrocarbons via the surface modification method. The mechanism
of such enhancement is further illustrated by theoretical
calculation. Excellent adsorption stability of amino acids on Cu
surface during the electrochemical process is also demonstrated.

2. Experimental Section
2.1 Preparation of electrodes. Cu foils (20 mm×20 mm) were first
electropolished in 85 wt. % phosphoric acid at 0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl for
500 s. Polished Cu foils were washed with deionized water, and
then immediately immersed into a chemical bath, which is prepared
with sodium hydroxide (2.0 g), potassium persulfate (0.81 g) and
deionized water (20 mL). After 4 h, a film of copper hydroxide
(Cu(OH)2 NW film) were generated, and then it was washed with
deionized water. Cu(OH)2 NW film was electrochemical reduced in
0.1 M KHCO3 solution at -2.0 V for 500 s in to obtain Cu nanowire
file electrodes (Cu NW film). Annealed-reduced Cu electrodes were
prepared by annealing at 500 oC under the air for 12 h in muffle
furnace, and then in-situ electrochemical reducing at -2.0 V for 500
s in our cell according to the previous report.43 In this process, the
Cu electrodes were first oxidized to Cu2O film and then reduced to
Cu electrode. For the modification part, all kinds of amino acids
(glycine, DL-alanine, DL-leucine, DL-tryptophan, DL-tyrosine and DLarginine) were dissolved in deionized water, and 1dodecyl mercaptan as well as stearic acid was dissolved in ethanol
to prepare solution with certain concentrates: 0.1 mM, 0.5 mM, 1.0
mM, 2.5 mM and 10 mM. Electrodes modified by amino acids,
mercaptan or stearic acid were prepared by transferring 20 μL
solution on each side of one Cu NW film electrode (40 μL in total),
then kept for 15 mins and dried under nitrogen flow. Cu foil
electrodes were modified through immersing one electropolished
Cu foil into ~10 mL water solution which contained 5×10-8 mmol
glycine. The solution was bubbled with nitrogen for 0.5 h in
advance. Diazo salts of anthraquinone and o-nitrobenzene were
prepared through typical diazotization of corresponding amine, 1-

Figure 1. FESEM of Cu(OH)2 NW film (A) and Cu NW film (B). TEM of
an individual Cu nanowire (C), the insets in (C) show the selected
area electron diffraction (SAED) and HRTEM of Cu NW. XRD
patterns (D) of Cu(OH)2 NW film and Cu NW film.
aminoanthraquinone and o-nitroaniline. Amine was first dissolved
in 50 mL HCl (37%), and then 1 m mol NaNO2 is dissolved in 50 mL
of deionized water. NaNO2 solution was added into amine solution
slowly under ice bath. After stirring for 10 h, 2 μL of reaction
mixture containing diazo salt was added into 30 mL acetonitrile
solution with 0.1 M NBu4BF4. Cu NW film electrodes were
electroplated in diazo salt solution at -0.3 V vs. Ag/AgCl for 300 s
and then washed with acetonitrile for 3 times to obtain diazo salt
modified electrodes.
2.2 Electrochemical experiments. An original design H-type cell
separated by NAFION N117 ion exchange membrane, and an
Autolab
potentiostat/galvanostat
(Model
PGSTAT-72637)
workstation at ambient temperature were used for all
electrochemical experiments and tests. 0.1 M potassium
bicarbonate was prepared with deionized water and used as
electrolyte. A Platinum electrode was used as counter electrode in
the anode cell, while various Cu electrodes and Ag/AgCl (saturated
AgCl) electrodes were used as working electrodes and reference
electrodes in the cathode cell. Before electroreduction of CO2, CO2
gas was passed through the electrolyte for at least 1 hour to ensure
saturated. Headspace of cathode cell was directly linked to a gas
chromatograph (Agilent 6890N-G1540N) equipped with a thermal
conductivity detector, Porapak Q column and Molecular Sieve 5A
column to analyze gas products.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was used to prove
the stability of absorbed amino acids during electrolysis. A Cu NW
film electrode, a modified Cu NW film electrode modified with
glycine by immersing into 1.0 mM glycine for 15 mins, and a
modified Cu NW film electrode prepared as above which had
already worked for 6 h at -1.9 V vs. Ag/AgCl in 0.1 M KHCO3 solution
were tested. Each sample was firstly immersed into 0.5 M NaCl
solution for 30 mins, and then impedance measurements were
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carried out for each sample at open circuit potential, in a frequency
range of 10 kHz – 20 mHz and amplitude of 5 mV peak-to-peak
using as signals.

Figure 2. (A) N1s scan XPS patterns of Cu NW film and modified Cu
NW film (pre-electrolysis). (B) Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FT-IR) of amino acid (tyrosine) KBr pellet, attenuated
total reflection infrared spectroscopy (ATR) of Cu NW film and ATR
of amino acid modified Cu NW film. (C) Electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) results of Cu NW film and modified Cu NW film
at open circuit potential. (D) Contact angles of Cu NW film modified
by 20μL 1mM glycine.
2.3 Characterization. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were
obtained by using a Bruker diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation (D8
Advance X-ray diffractometer, Cu Kα, λ = 1.5406 Å, 40 kV, and 40
mA) to get the crystallographic information of the materials. Fieldemission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM; JEOL, JSM-6701F, 5
kV) equipped with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was
used to observe the morphology and elemental composition of the
materials. The morphology and microstructure of the products
were further studied by transmission electron microscopy (TEM;
JEOL, JEM-2010, 200 kV). Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FT-IR, Perkin Elmer, equipped with an ATR detector) and
attenuated total reflection infrared spectroscopy (ATR) were used
to obtain the transmission and reflection infrared spectrum of
samples. Tyrosine was used instead of glycine, for its signals of
phenyl is obvious. Contact angle analyzer (FTA200 Dynamic Contact
Angle Analyzer equipped with an APPRO camera) was used to
measure the contact angle of samples. X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS; VG ESCALAB MKII instrument) with an Mg Kα Xray source was used for analyzing the surface properties of the
samples.
2.4 Theoretical calculations. Density functional theory (DFT)
calculations were performed using the Vienna ab initio simulation
package (VASP)46 with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchangecorrelation functional.47 Ionic cores were treated using the
projector-augmented wave (PAW) method.48 The Cu(110) surfaces
were chosen to model the experimental systems due to their
enhanced activities towards CO2 and CO electroreduction.49 We
modeled the surfaces with a 3×3 supercell and 4 metal layers.

During the structure optimization, two layers of the adsorbate and
the topmost were allowed to relax while the bottommost two
layers were kept fixed. Wave functions of valence electrons were
expanded using plane wave basis sets with a kinetic energy cutoff of
400 eV. The Brillouin

Figure 3. Electrochemical CO2 reduction on Cu NW film electrodes.
(A) On full potential range from -1.3 V to -1.9 V. (B) With different
concentrations of glycine at -1.9 V. (C) With different kinds of amino
acids at -1. 9 V. (D) With different kinds of modifiers at -1.9 V.
zones were sampled using Monkhorst-Pack scheme with 5×7×1
grids.50 The Fermi level of surfaces was smeared by the MethfesselPaxton approach with a Gaussian width of 0.2 eV. To address the
solvation effect in the electrochemical environment, we obtained
the free energy changes in the proton-coupled electron transfer
(PCET) steps using the well-documented computational hydrogen
electrode (CHE) model.51 Solvation corrections of -0.25 eV for ROH
and -0.10 eV for carbonyls were applied arising from our test
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations including two water layers.
The zero-point energies (ZPE) and vibrational contributions to the
entropy for different adsorbates were considered within the
harmonic oscillator approximation.

3 Results and Discussion

The Cu NW film is obtained by electrochemically reduction of
Cu(OH)2 NW film on Cu foil in KHCO3 solution. The thickness of the
film is estimated to be 0.8 μm (Experimental details please see
Electronic Supplementary Information, ESI). Figure 1A shows fieldemission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) image of Cu(OH)2
NW film, the entire Cu foil surface is uniformly coated with Cu(OH)2
NW. FESEM image obtained at a higher magnification (inset of
Figure 1A) further reveals that nanowires formed are 100-200 nm in
diameter and tens of micrometers in length. After electrochemical
reduction, the Cu NWs retain their one-dimensional morphology,
however, the straight nanowires become sinuous while the surfaces
of nanowires are roughened (Figure 1B). The structure of the Cu
NWs is further investigated by transmission electron microscope
(TEM). Figure 1C shows the porous surface of an individual Cu NW.
The porous structure and the rough surface should result from
dehydration of Cu(OH)2 NW during the reduction process. Selectedarea electron diffraction (SAED) pattern (inset of Figure 1C) of single
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Cu NW shows concentric rings, composed of bright discrete
diffraction spots, indicative of high crystallinity. High resolution (HR)
TEM image reveals Cu NW has a lattice fringe with interplane
spacing of 0.209 nm, corresponding to the (111) plane of Cu. The Cu
NW film is also monitored with X-ray diffraction (XRD) and energy
dispersive

confirms that the adsorption of glycine is stable (Figure S2, see the
ESI). Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) and attenuated
total reflection infrared spectroscopy (ATR-IR) patterns in Figure 2B
also confirm the successful modification on copper surface. Peaks
observed at ~3000 cm-1 are ascribed to the stretching vibration of
N-H and vibration of associated –COOH. In Figure 2C, the electro-

Figure 5. Electrochemical CO2 reduction on annealed Cu electrodes.
(A) On full potential range from -1.3 V to -1.9 V. (B) With different
amount of glycine at -1.9 V.

Figure 4. Electrochemical CO2 reduction on Cu foil electrodes. (A)
On full potential range from -1.5 V to -1.9 V. (B) With different
amount of glycine at -1.9 V. (C) With different kinds of amino acids
at -1.9 V. (D) With different kinds of modifiers at -1.9 V.
X-ray (EDX) techniques (Figure 1D and Figure S1, see the ESI). After
treatment of Cu foil in NaOH and K2S2O8 chemical bath, diffraction
peaks in XRD pattern and EDX analysis indicate the formation of
Cu(OH)2 phase. However, peaks ascribed to metallic Cu(0) are still
present, indicating that the Cu(OH)2 NW film is not dense enough to
completely cover the entire surface of Cu foil base without leaving
microvoids. Only Cu(0) peaks are observed after the
electroreduction, demonstrating that the Cu(OH)2 NW film was
completely reduced.
Modification of the Cu NW film electrodes is realized by
dropping the corresponding modifiers onto the electrode surface.
The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) patterns show the
successful modification of glycine on the Cu NW film (Figure S2A,
see the ESI). Figure 2A shows that bare Cu NW film reveals no signal
of nitrogen species while the glycine modified Cu NW film shows a
peak at ~400 eV in N1s scan, corresponding to –NH2 group. Such
peak is still present on the modified Cu NW film after operating at 1.9 V vs. Ag/AgCl for 6 h, indicating that the modification group is
stable during the harsh electrochemical testing. On the bare Cu NW
film, there is only one weak peak at ~283 eV in C1s scan, attributing
to the sp2 C–C of trace graphite contaminant. In contrast, there are
obvious peaks at ~284, ~286 and ~289 eV in the spectrum of the
operated glycine modified Cu NW film electrode, indicating the
existence of sp3 C–C, C–O and –COOH, respectively (Figure S2B, see
the ESI). Besides that, peaks at ~532 and ~533 eV in O1s scan for
the used glycine modified Cu NW film also suggest the existence of
organic O species, while there is only one small metal oxide peak at
~530 eV for the bare Cu NW film (Figure S2C, see the ESI). The
presence of all these signals indicates the existence of –COOH and –
NH2 functional groups on the modified Cu NW film and further

chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) also proves the absorption
of amino acids on the Cu NW film. After modification with glycine,
an obvious semicircle impedance loop appears in the highfrequency region. As the radius of semicircle is related to the charge
transfer resistance at the interface of electrode and electrolyte,
thus the increase of semicircle diameter (charge transfer resistance)
indicates that a stable glycine layer is successful absorbed onto the
surface of the Cu NW film by occupying some surface sites.
Furthermore, contact angle measurements of the modified Cu NW
film in Figure 2D also indicates that the electrode surface is
modified, but still maintain its hydrophilicity after the modification
(Figure S3, see the ESI). In contrast to the hydrophobic Cu foil
surface (109.14o), porous Cu NW film exhibits a hydrophilic surface
property (31.3o). The hydrophilic nature of Cu NW film is very
important for producing uniformly modified Cu NW films. After
modification with 40 μL, 1.0 mM glycine solution, contact angle
increases slightly (55.78o). However, the surface remains
hydrophilic. This is advantageous for electro-reduction of CO2 as it
ensures sufficient contact area between the electrode and the
electrolyte. Modification with large amount of glycine results in a
hydrophobic Cu NW film surface (contact angle of 116.26o) which
would block the transfer of dissolved CO2 during electrolysis.
The FEs of various products obtained on Cu NW film with and
without the modification of glycine are shown in Figure 3A
(products analyses are shown in Figure S4-7 and Table S1, see the
ESI). C2 products (C2H4 and C2H6) with high FEs as well as some C3
products (C3H6) are observed on the bare Cu NW film electrode,
which is quite different from previously reported results on various
Cu electrodes (Table S2, See the ESI). The generation of C3 product
is rare, which could be related to the thick and porous nanowire
layer. After the glycine modification, hydrocarbon generation is
further enhanced while hydrogen evolution is suppressed. The FEs
of C2H4 and C2H6 increase with the decrease of the potential while
that of C3H6 remains unchanged. At -1.9 V, the total FE of
hydrocarbons on the Cu NW film modified with glycine reaches
34.1%, which has almost doubled from the bare Cu NW film
electrode (17.8%). Furthermore, the FE of H2 drops at each
potential for the modified electrodes, in alignment with the
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increasing selectivity towards hydrocarbons (Table S1, see the ESI).
Potentials more negative than -1.9 V are not applied in experiment
because the absorbed glycine would detach from the surface at
such negative potentials. To evaluate the effect of modification
degree, the FEs of total hydrocarbons on Cu NW film electrodes at a
typical potential of -1.9 V with varying glycine amounts are
examined (Figure 3B). The FEs of total hydrocarbons

Figure 6. Partial current density of hydrocarbons: (A) Cu NW film
electrodes. (B) Cu foil electrodes. (C) Annealed Cu electrodes (A-Cu).
first increased and then decreased with the increase of glycine
amount. The FE reaches the maximum of 34.1% at 40 μL×1.0 mM
glycine(4×10-5 m mol), corresponding to a glycine loading of
4.55×10-8 m mol cm-2 on Cu NW film (based on electrochemical
active surface area). The electrochemical active surface area of Cu
NW film increased 110 fold compared with the Cu foil, as verified by
the measured capacitance difference (1.25 mF cm-2 vs 1.15×10-2 mF
cm-2, Figure S8, see the ESI). At such a loading, it is estimated to be
only 7.6% of Cu NW film is covered by glycine, assuming 1 amino
acid (glycine) molecule occupies 6 Cu atoms.52 The increased FE of
hydrocarbons over that on the bare Cu NW film suggests that the
enhanced catalytic effect is driven by an appropriate level of
surface modification by glycine on Cu surface. With too high surface
coverage, it may block large number of active catalytic sites and
lead to the inhibition of CO2 electro-reduction.
To find out whether other amino acid will also function in a
similar way, various amino acids including DL-alanine, DL-leucine,
DL-tyrosine, DL-arginine and DL-tryptophan are also investigated,
with same concentration of 1.0 mM. As shown in Figure 3C, Cu NW
film electrodes modified with all kinds of amino acids perform
better in producing hydrocarbons compared to the bare Cu NW film

electrode. Glycine, the simplest amino acid that only contains –
COOH and –NH2 functional groups, provides a relatively higher
hydrocarbons FE of 34.1%. DL-alanine just has an extra methyl
group compared to glycine, and gets a lower hydrocarbons FE of
24.3%. Other amino acids with larger branch like DL-leucine, DLtyrosine, DL-arginine and DL-tryptophan also demonstrate
enhanced FEs of hydrocarbons at 19.4%, 20.9%, 23.6% and 27.1%,
respectively. The results suggest that –COOH and –NH2 are probably
responsible for the enhanced selectivity of CO2 reduction. Previous
reports illustrate that the adsorption of amino acids on Cu surface is
achieved through both –COOH and –NH2 groups.52 Stearic acid
(C17H35COOH, RCO2H), which contains only –COOH group, is
selected to identify the role of –COOH. As shown in Figure 3D, the
production of hydrocarbons is weakened when the electrode is
modified with stearic acid. Other modifiers such as αanthraquinone diazonium salt (AQ),53 o-nitrobenzene diazonium
salt (PhNO2),53 dodecyl mercaptane (C12H25SH, RSH) which contain
neither –COOH nor –NH2 groups are also investigated, and all these
modifiers reduce the amount of hydrocarbons produced. In
particular, the AQ-modified Cu NW film electrodes exhibited only
8.7% of total hydrocarbon FE. The negative effects of other
modifiers suggest that amino acids are critical for the
electrocatalytic reduction of CO2 to hydrocarbons. It is proposed
that amino acids adsorbed on the catalyst surface which introduce
the –NH2 group can simultaneously enhance hydrocarbon
generation.
As the types of Cu electrodes would affect the selectivity of
final products of the CO2 electroreduction, the modification method
is extended to other Cu electrodes in order to further demonstrate
the validity of this novel modification approach and to rule out the
Cu morphology effect on the CO2 reduction (Figure S9A, see the
ESI). Figure 4A shows FEs of CH4 and C2H4 of bare and glycine
modified Cu foil electrodes from -1.5 V to -1.9 V. Our Cu foil
benchmarks well with the previous report.54 After modification, the
FEs of CH4 and C2H4 of glycine modified Cu foil are clearly higher
than those of the bare one at full potential range. The FEs of CH4
and C2H4 achieve 32.1% and 24.0% on the modified Cu foil
electrode respectively, while the corresponding FEs of the bare Cu
foil electrode are only 16.1% and 9.5%. Similar to the Cu NW
electrodes, the largest enhancement of total hydrocarbons FE
(30.5%) is also achieved at -1.9 V. Figure 4B exhibits an optimized
amount 5×10-7 mmol of glycine for the Cu foil electrode (20 mm×20
mm). The corresponding covering rate is estimated to be 10.4%,
which is close to that of the modified Cu NW film. In Figure 4C, all
kinds of amino acids demonstrate the positive effect in producing
hydrocarbons at all tested potentials, while glycine is the best
among them (Figure S10, see the ESI). The investigation of other
modifiers containing neither –COOH nor –NH2 groups in Figure 4D
further confirms the critical role of amino acid on the promotion of
CO2 conversion efficiency to hydrocarbons.
Furthermore, another kind of Cu electrodes derived from
oxides with high activity in producing hydrocarbons is also
investigated (Figure S9B and S11, see the ESI).43 Figure 5A shows
the comparison of FEs for various hydrocarbons on bare annealed
Cu electrode and modified counterpart. The FE of total
hydrocarbons at -1.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl (~0.85V vs. RHE) on our bare
annealed Cu electrode is close to the reported value, offering a
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good benchmark point.43 The FEs of both CH4 and C2H4 on glycinemodified electrode is higher than those of the bare one throughout
the overall potential range. The total FE of hydrocarbons reached
the highest value of 26.2% and 10.3% with and without glycine at 1.8 V, respectively. However, the largest difference of FE is 17.2% at
-1.9 V, as shown in Figure 5A. The results in Figure 5B obtained from
the annealed Cu electrodes modified by different amino acids again
confirm this effective approach, and glycine is still the optimal
choice to improve the selectivity of CO2 conversion to
hydrocarbons.
The current density (j), which represents the production rate, is
further investigated. After modification, the total current density
(jtotal) during the electrolysis decreases. Previous work reported the
nanostructured metal electrocatalysts could suppress the hydrogen
evolution while enhancing the CO2 electroreduction, through the
complex interplay between surface structure, electrode
mesostructure, and the electrolyte composition. 55 In our case, we
hypothesize that the current decrease is mainly due to the coverage
of modifiers on catalytic active sites for hydrogen evolution
reaction, while having minimal influence on hydrocarbon
generation (Figure S12, see the ESI). In contrast to the total current
density, partial current densities of hydrocarbons (jCxHy) are even
higher than that of the bare electrodes, in spite of the partial
coverage of active sites by functional molecules. For Cu NW film, Cu
foil and annealed Cu electrodes, both jCxHy and the differences of
jCxHy between the modified and bare electrodes increase with the
decrease of potential. jCxHy shows over 100% increase at -1.9 V for
all three kinds of electrodes, as illustrated in Figure 6. The results
indicate that the rise of FEs is due to not only the drop of side
reaction current density (like hydrogen evolution current density),
but also a clearly enhanced capability in producing hydrocarbons
after modification. The enhanced selectivity of hydrocarbons is
probably related to the strong interaction between -NH2 groups in
amino acids and formyl (CHO). The interaction plays a significant
role in stabilization and transform of formyl (CHO), which is the
most important intermediate of CO2 electroreduction towards
hydrocarbons. Nørskov proposed that the ligands tethered to the
electrode surface would interact with the adsorbed CHO and
stabilize it,42 the energy barrier for the formation of CHO would be
reduced and subsequent hydrocarbon formation could be
facilitated. A Tafel plot, consisted of potential vs. the log of CO
current density, is also extracted from the data in an attempt to get
more information about the possible mechanism. At lower current
density, a Tafel slope of ~0.13 V dec-1 indicates the CO2
electroreduction is at the 1st order with respect to CO2, and the
rate determining step of the reaction is the first electron transfer to
CO2 to form CO2●-. 43 Before and after modification of the Cu NW
film electrodes, the slopes of linear parts are 0.124 and 0.120 V dec1
, respectively (Figure S13, see the ESI). It indicates the modification
process do not change the Tafel slopes of Cu NW electrodes. The
constant Tafel slopes reveal that the modification would not
decrease the overpotential of CO2 electroreduction while only
increasing the hydrocarbons yield. Furthermore, the measurement
of Tafel slopes on Cu foil and annealed Cu electrodes are also
carried out (Figure S13, see the ESI). The Tafel slopes of Cu foil and
annealed Cu electrodes are 0.122 and 0.119 V dec-1, respectively.
After modification process, the Tafel slopes remain unchanged,

which are 0.119 V dec-1 and 0.125 V dec-1, respectively. All these
results are consistent with the previous reported values in similar
overpotential range and also indicate the modification process of
copper electrode will not change the rate determine step (CO2
→CO2●-) in the CO2 reduction process.13, 56
To further unveil the underlying mechanism, the free energy
change of CO2 and CO protonation on bare and glycine modified Cu
surface are calculated (Figure 7). Consistent with previous
calculations, the key step of CO2 electroreduction towards
hydrocarbon products is the CO* (* denotes adsorbed species)
hydrogenation to CHO* with a free energy change of 0.79 eV.57, 58

Figure 7. The DFT calculated free energy change of CO2 and CO
protonation without glycine (blue line) and with zwitterionic glycine
(red line).
Due to the fact that glycine will partially transfer from neutral to
zwitterionic form in the aqueous environment and the experimental
pH range, we take into account both glycine forms.59 In its neutral
form, glycine adsorbs on Cu(110) with its –NH2 end while negligible
free energy changes are found during CO2 and CO protonation.
However, the –NH3+ end of zwitterionic glycine exhibits strong
hydrogen-bond like interaction with both COOH* and CHO*
adsorbate, leading to a stabilization of ~0.50 eV and ~0.20 eV,
respectively (Figure S14). Therefore, amino acids adsorbed on the
catalyst surface would introduce the –NH3+ group, stabilize CHO*
and simultaneously enhance hydrocarbon generation.
The stability of glycine modified as well as bare Cu NW film
electrodes is also evaluated in the electrochemical operation
(Figure S15, see the ESI). FE of hydrocarbons remains largely stable
for at least 6 h electrochemical reduction of CO2, and keeps more
than 2/3 after 12 h operation. The hydrocarbons FE of glycine
modified Cu NW film at 12 h (22.6%) is still obviously larger than
that of bare Cu NW film electrode at 1 h (16.7%). Moreover, current
density has also remained roughly unchanged at ~11 mA cm-2 for
the modified Cu NW film electrode and at ~14 mA cm-2 for the bare
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Cu NW film electrodes during such a long electrochemical operation
period. The similar trend of FE and current density changing
demonstrates that the modification would be stable. The stable
adsorption of amino acids on Cu NW film electrodes during
electrolysis is further supported by the XPS results (Figure 8A). The
retained Cu NW morphology and similar EIS results further prove
the robust structure (Figure S17 and Figure 8B). Both of the robust
structure and stable adsorption of amino acids assure the excellent
electrochemical stability during the CO2 reduction.
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In summary, we developed a general and effective approach of
amino acid modification on Cu electrodes for the enhanced
electroreduction of CO2 towards hydrocarbons. To demonstrate the
validity of this novel modification approach and to rule out the
possible Cu morphology effect, we examined three different types
of Cu electrodes, namely, Cu NW film, polished Cu foil and annealed
Cu electrodes. The Cu NW film demonstrated an excellent activity
for the generation of C2 and C3 hydrocarbons in the CO2
electroreduction. Remarkable enhancement in faradaic efficiency as
well as partial current density of hydrocarbons is observed for all
kinds of Cu electrodes after proper modification. This modification
method would suppress hydrogen evolution and improve the
efficiency of the total hydrocarbons generated. Theoretical
calculations reveal that the hydrogen bond formation between
CHO* and –NH3+ end of zwitterionic glycine leads to an extra
stabilization of CHO*, which would contribute to the enhanced
selectivity for CO2 reduction. The results reveal that amino acids
and their derivatives are promising modifiers in improving the
selectivity of hydrocarbons in CO2 electroreduction, and this
strategy has potential to be extended to other important
electrocatalytic reactions.
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Amino acid functionalized Cu nanowire (NW) film electrode exhibits remarkable enhanced selectivity in producing
hydrocarbons. The key intermediate to hydrocarbons, such as CHO, would be stabilized by interacting with amino acid and
thus promote the conversion efficiency. This strategy could also be applied to other Cu electrodes to obtain better efficiency
towards the conversion of carbon dioxide.
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